PRESS RELEASE
JULY 2019
TIME FOR CHILDREN’S INTERIOR INSPIRATION
- AND FOR AN AUTUMNAL REVAMP.
This season, Sebra Interior presents a Danish-designed children’s interior collection using beautiful, soothing shades inspired by some
of autumn’s most appealing colours, including terracotta tones, rust,
mustard yellow and hunter green, mixed with more neutral colours and
some of Sebra’s well-known pastel shades in blush and bluish tones.

The new Autumn/Winter collection largely focuses on the theme
Wildlife, presenting animals from all over the world. Here you will meet
some children’s favourite animals like Glenn the giraffe, Lee the lion
and Finle y the elephant, but also less-known animals such as Lacey
the sloth, Tip the tapir and Carley the chameleon.

The AW19 collection furthermore contains of soft, organic GOTS-certified textiles, updated Sebra classics and new materials like PUR and
corn husk. You will also find a selection of brand-new wooden toy designs like the refined kitchen tool set, beautifully designed fruits and
veggies, a stylish baby walker, cool ferry and garage to keep little fingers busy - all in an heirloom quality to pass on to the next child or
generation.
ABOUT SEBRA INTERIOR
When you select a product from Sebra, you choose a dedicated Danish children’s interior brand that focuses on safety, functionality and quality. The Sebra range is characterised by a Scandinavian simplicity, and the majority of the collection is made from authentic materials – including wood, wool, recycled paper and organic cotton. As large part of the collection is handmade, making
each product unique. At Sebra, we believe that creating a joyful home with space for children and their creativity does not mean having to make aesthetic compromises. Therefore, we have made
it our vision to create quality products filled with joy for playful children and their style-conscious parents – and this is something we have done since 2004.
For further information, please contact Press Officer Tania Ørts Hansen, press@sebra.dk or call +45 7420 4404.

HIGHLIGHTS
AW19

Crochet rattle, Glenn the giraffe, savannah yellow
RRP 17,95 € / 15,95 £ / 169 SEK

Musical pull toy, Carley the chameleon, moss green
RRP 42,95 € / 38,95 £ / 399 SEK

Woven wall hanging, Wildlife, Lee the lion
RRP 29,95 € / 26,95 £ / 279 SEK

Sebra wooden ferry
RRP 129,95 € / 114,95 £ / 949 SEK

Bed linen, junior, Wildlife
RRP 64,95 € / 59,95 £ / 569 SEK

Woven floor mat, Lacey the sloth
RRP 99,95 € / 89,95 £ / 799 SEK

DISCOVER OUR NEW AW19 COLLECTION AND THE THEME WILDLIFE AT THE UPCOMING FAIRS:
Maison + Objet
September 6th - 10th / Hall 2 - Stand H13

Kind & Jugend
September 19th - 22nd / Hall 10.1 – Stand F-031

